
Use a pencil. show your work and units on all quantitative problems

RAW PENCIL PTS ____________ + RED PTS __________    = TOTAL PTS __________ / 120pts
P h y s i c s               name ___________________________________________               period _____
120pt TAKE HOME FINAL (Pkt 4 & 5)                     (1/3-4/15)/18 

2.) (6pts) What is the derivative functions (with 
units) of the following  position function? 1.) (5pts) The speed of an automobile moving on a straight road is given in 

meters per second as a function of time t  in seconds by  the following equation:    
v(t) = [ 6 - 2t3 ] m/s       What is the acceleration of the automobile at  t = 4s?     
 

3.)  Given the position function:    x(t)  =  (4t3   -    12t    +    40) m        

m/s2

a.) (2pts)What is the object's initial position?

20

F1:  25N @ 70° S of W        F2:  40N @ 30° N of E
4.) (13pts)  Use the ten step component method to add these two vectors:

Show your component 

work on this required 
detailed sketch

Finally, write the magnitude, units, angle and 
quadrant in the proper notation below:

North

East

@

       0.5                   1.0                   1.5    sec

60 pts From Packet 4

6.) (16pts)  Kelsey shoots off her blue marble from her projectile launcher on the table.  The launcher is set at 38°.  The barrell 
opening is 3.0 ft above the floor.  The muzzle velocity of the projectile is 28.0 ft/s. Graph the duet/trio.  (watch your g)           
Required labled drawing:   

5.) ( 8pts)  It's 2150 and Joe Dynamo's great great great great granddaughter and Martian citizen Stormin Sara Dynamo is 
trying to save a kitten from an incoming thermonuclear missle from Earth. She throws the kitten at an angle of 25° with a 
velocity of 40m/s.  How far will the kitten fly if it will be caught at the same level she throws it?  Mar's g is 3.7m/s/s. 
 Required  labeled  sketch:

44pts

v(t) =   _____________________________

a(t) =   _____________________________

 j(t) =   _____________________________

 c.)  (3pts)When does the object turn around? 

b.) (2pts) What is the initial velocity? 

e.) (3pts)Determine the equation for acceleration and plot the 
acceleration vs. time for the object on the given graph below. 

d.) (2pts)How far from the origin will the 
object be when it does turn around?
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8.)  (10pts)  Donald (130.0 kg), ice skating to the right at a speed of 5.0 m/s, throws a BIG 4.0 kg rock forward with a speed 
relative to him of 26.0m/s.  Kim (60.0 kg) is skating towards Donald with a speed of 3.0 m/s.  Kim catches the rock. What are 
their velocities after the rock is exchanged?  Assume friction is negligible. Draw a four panel labeled colored cartoon.

Donald/rock before throw    Donald & rock after throw     Kim & rock before catch         Kim/rock after catch
  

                

        Donald vel. after his throw:                                                           Kim/rock vel. after her catch:

7.)  (5pts)   A 9.00 kg  block of wood rests on a horizontal               Labeled drawing      
floor.   A 20.00 g  bullet is shot into the block and sticks. The 
bullet/block system slides across the floor until a 
23.0N friction force finally stops it 2.0m after starting to slide. 
What was the speed of the bullet the instant before it impacted 
the block.  (A three step problem. Watch your units!)             
             

44pts
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9.) (8pts) Glance Ball time!  The solid vectors to the 
right represent Disc A's momentum vectors just 
BEFORE and AFTER collision. Disc B's momentum 
vector is shown just AFTER the collision. Use a ruler 
and the Head-to-Tail method and the concept of 
Conservation of Momentum to construct the initial 
momentum vector for Disc B.  
DRAW YOUR GHOSTS IN A DIFFERENT COLOR!!
SHOW THE VECTOR EQUATIONS BELOW: 

p A
i

pAf

p
Bf

10.) (6pts) Mr. Richardson is taking Patches on a walk, but Patches 
(160 N) is too fat to walk very far, so Mr Richardson gently sets 
Patches in his 6.0 kg wagon and pulls with a constant horizontal 
force of -70 î N. What will be the acceleration of the wagon?
          

45pts

11a.) (6pts) A rocket with an                  Labeled FBD   
average weight of 5000 N is  
fired straight up from earth.   
The force of thrust is 9000 N. 
There is an average air drag 
on the rocket of 1600N.  
Determine the velocity of 
the rocket at the end of 7.0 s.   

13.) (8pts) Draw the Head-to-Tail method FBD which represents a snap shot of a 
rocket with engines firing in the Earth's atmosphere at a DOM angle of 40° ARH.  
There is a strong wind blowing to the east.  Hint, you'll end up drawing four vectors in 
addition to the shown ∑F

12a.) (8pts) Draw 
the FBD which 
represents a snap 
shot of a bowling 
ball sinking in water 
after reaching 
terminal velocity. 
Show DOM.

12b.) (2pts)  y component  Newton's 2nd:

     Labeled Drawing:

13a.) (2pts) x component Newton's 2nd:

13b.) (2pts) y component Newton's 2nd:

∑F
31pts

pBi
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end

List the 4 forces 
below and show 
the vector directions 
if known:

11b.) (3pts) If the escape velocity of the gases leaving the 
back of rocket is 500m/s,  what is the mass flux of the 
motor? 


